


Hey there fellow travelers and style enthusiasts! Join me on a sartorial 
adventure, "A Day in the Life of the LuLuWrap."  

I love traveling to different corners of the world, whether it's the 
enchanting landscapes within the U.S. or the allure of international 
destinations. Travel, to me, is more than a journey; it's a connection 
with the global community. It provides us with a sense of unity, 
independence, and the thrill of exploration. Every trip unravels 
unique insights into diverse people, cultures, and delectable cuisines, 
enriching our lives in ways unimaginable. 

For me, the anticipation of a journey is as exhilarating as the 
adventure itself. The question arises: Where would you like to go? 
What destinations stir your wanderlust? And, equally exciting, what 
will you pack for your next escapade? 

I hope to spark inspiration with this ebook as we explore the 
possibilities that the LuLuWrap brings to your travel wardrobe. 
Whether getting away for a few days to unwind or off to an exotic 
trip abroad, let's infuse style into every moment. May your journeys 
be as stylish as they are memorable! 



I’m treating myself to a few days 
in Kauai. An impromptu trip  to visit 
friends seems like the perfect thing to 
do to raise my spirits.
 
Luckily I have a few days off from work 
and a bunch of miles to use. and a bunch of miles to use. 

I definitely need to pack 
light.and I want to look 
stylish on this trip. So I’ll
pack a few of my favorite 
LuLuwraps 



NOON

I’m finally here - Unwinding by the 

pool. Feeling the warmth of the sun on 

my body. Breathing in 

the sweet scent of  the 

plumeria. I am definitely 

on vacation!!!

I just realized how hungry I am. It’s 

lunchtime and the smell of the fresh 

fish on the grill is suddenly 

irresistible. As much as I’d like to stay 

on this chaise and bask in the sun, 

my hunger wins out. 

I get up and go to the restaurant only 

to find out that I can’t get in wearing 

just a bathing suit. 

No problem, I take out my brand new 

LuLuwrap from its organza pouch (I 

brought 3 LuLUwraps specifically 

for this trip) and I decide to 

wrap it around me and wear it as a 

skirt, boho style, and off I go into the 

restaurant for a Bloody Mary 

and a grilled shrimp salad. Yum!!!!



After that leisurely lunch I 

feel like taking a long 

walk on the beach. I don’t 

want to get my LuLuwrap 

wet, so I’m going to change 

out of the skirt, and try on 

a different LuLUwrap 

style. 

I think I‘ll wear it poncho 

style over my bathing suit. 

This should also give me 

some protection from the in-

tense afternoon sun.

The ocean looks so clear 

and calm that I have to 

jump in and take a re-

freshing swim to cool 

off.  

Now it’s time to go back to 

the hotel and change. I’m 

treating myself to an after-

noon of deep breathing and 

stretching. I am serious 

about de-stressing!!!

1:30 P.M.



The concierge at the hotel told me about a really great yoga class 

in town. And what better way to work out all the kinks. So, I 

decided to check it out. 

I thought it would be fun to wear my new maroc-rose 

LuLuwrap.  So I got into my LuLu Leggings, put on 

a cami and threw on the LuLuwrap as an over-blouse, 

and I was ready to go. I grabbed an Uber into town 

and arrived just in time!

4:00P.M.



After class I’m going to meet up with some friends for drinks at a local bar, 

but before I get there I think it’ll be fun to change my LuLuwrap again. 

I’m going to try another style. (There are 12 styles to choose from!!!) I’m go-

ing to wear the goddess look, which is an off the shoulder tunic. I could even 

wear it as a dress with a slip underneath. I love the LuLuwrap! 

I’m heading out with a big smile on my face and a lilt to my step. 

I feel beautiful and I know that I look great. I also know that my 

girlfriends are going to check me out, ask about what I’m wearing 

and demand to know where I got it! Should I tell them? 

5:30P.M.



8:00P.M.

I’m having so much fun. 

However I’m running a bit late.

I get back to the hotel with just 

enough time to take a shower 

and change for the evening.

I’ve been invited to a dinner 

party with some local friends 

that I just met and I want to 

look really great. 

So I put on my best slim, black 

jeans, with a sexy silk top, a 

pair of black pumps and some 

bling. And for the final touch I 

am going to wear another 

LuLuwrap in the sophisticate 

style. I love the look it’s so 

dressy and flowing. 

Now I’m ready for whatever the 

night will bring.





What a great party! Fabulous dinner, great conversation and 

lots of dancing. 

A friend offered to give me a ride back to the hotel and when I got 

outside it felt a bit windy. So when he pulled up in a convertible 

with the top down, I decided to change up 

my LuLuwrap one more time.

Before I got into the car I wrapped it around 

my head, diva style. to make sure my hair 

wouldn’t get tangled up.  I really love this  

sexy vintage look, a la Grace Kelly.

MIDNIGHT



12:30A.M.

I”m back at the hotel, and 

I’m feeling exhilarated and 

not quite ready for bed. 

I decide to take one last 

walk out on to the beach 

before settling in for the 

night. The air  feels cool so 

I lower my LuLuwrap and 

d r a p e i t a r o u n d m y 

shoulders as a shawl. 

Standing at the water’s 

edge I reflect on what an 

awesome day it’s been and 

how lucky I am to have 

allowed myself the freedom 

to experience what this 

beautiful life has to offer.
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